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Abstract—In recent years, cognitive radio technology (CR)
has been proposed to allow unlicensed secondary users (SUs)to
opportunistically access the channels unused by primary users.
As a result, there is a lot of recent interests on studying cognitive
radio cellular networks (CogCells) that can support both PUs
and SUs. Due to the limited transmission range of SUs, in
this work we consider supporting Multi-hop infrastructure -based
secondary systems (SSs), where SUs can communicate with the
BS over multiple hops. The use of SSs improves the reliability and
coverage compared to its single-hop counterpart. In addition, SUs
are allowed to access multiple channels, which helps to increase
transmission reliability and coverage and relieve interference at
PUs. To enable multi-hop secondary transmissions, it is also
important to support efficient routing. In CogCells, efficient
admission control, channel assignment and routing is crucial
for the coverage optimization of SSs and to ensure the QoS
requirements in CogCells.

In this paper, we mathematically formulate the problem of
joint admission control, channel assignment and QoS routing
to maximize the coverage of SUs in a CogCell system that
supports multi-hop secondary transmissions, taking into account
the interference constraints and QoS requirements from the
PUs and admitted SUs. To our best knowledge, this is the first
study that attempts to optimize the coverage of SUs in multi-
hop CogCells with the concurrent support of the above three
important procedures. We show that the problem is NP-hard
and propose three different algorithms to solve the coverage
optimization problem and give the theoretical analyses of its
performances in terms of approximation ratio to the optimum.
Our solutions include a greedy heuristic approximation scheme,
an algorithm that can provide exact solution, and a new ap-
proximation solution with a poly-logarithmic approximati on ratio
guarantee, e.g., the performance of our algorithm is withina
poly-logarithmic factor of that of any optimal algorithm fo r
the problem. Our preliminary simulation results indicate that
our new approximation algorithms can effectively exploit the
increased number of SUs and channels, and performs much
better than the theoretical worst case bound.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Recent studies show that the licensed primary wireless users
(PUs) rarely utilize all the assigned frequency channels atany
time and location, therefore leading to many spectrum holes.
In order to improve spectrum usage efficiency, cognitive radio
technology (CR) has been proposed in recent years to allow
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unlicensed secondary users (SUs) to transmit opportunistically
over the unused spectrum without interrupting the operation
of PUs. CR shows a great promise to enhance the spectrum
utilization efficiency [5]. This has raised a lot of recent inter-
ests on studying cognitive radio cellular networks (CogCell),
where a CogCell consists of one base station (BS), a set of
primary users (PUs) and secondary users (SUs), and a group
of channels to be used.

Due to high density, spectrum sharing with PUs, mobility
of SUs, the interference constraints and the QoS requirements
of PUs, not all SUs can be admitted to the system by the
operator. As an SU may have a lower transmission power,
in order to provide a better coverage for SUs thus making
more revenue from secondary transmissions, in this work we
consider a model that allows SUs to communicate with the
BS over multiple hops. That is, each admitted SU operates
not only as a host, but also as a router to forward packets
on behalf of other admitted SUs that may not be within the
direct transmission range of the BS. Moreover, the admitted
SUs are also supposed to reach certain quality of service
(QoS) such that the maximal time delay from any admitted
SUs to the BS should be bounded in an acceptable threshold.
In a CogCell, spectrum sharing between PUs and SUs may
significantly affect the quality of service (QoS) of the CogCell.
If an SU shares the same channel as a PU, it will increase the
interference power at the receiver of the PU, thus decreasing
its signal-to-interference-plus-noise-ratio (SINR). Onthe other
hand, the transmission of an SU will not affect the QoS of PUs
operating on different channels. Thus, allowing SUs to access
multiple channels can potentially offer increased reliability and
coverage, and reduce the interference at PUs.

From the above discussions, we can see that effective admis-
sion control is needed to enlarge the coverage of CogCells and
ensure the QoS requirements of both PUs and admitted SUs.
It is also important to develop efficient channel assignment
schemes to greatly reduce the interference effect of nearby
transmissions. Finally, to support multi-hop transmissions of
SUs, the routing scheme should effectively alleviate potential
congestion to the base station and improve the system through-
put. Therefore, efficient admission control, channel assignment
and QoS routing are very crucial for the coverage optimization
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of SSs and to ensure the QoS requirements in CogCells. It also
highlights the necessity and importance to investigate cross-
layer optimization problem in CogCell systems. Although
very important, this joint optimization problem has not been
investigated in a CogCell system that supports multi-hop
secondary transmissions.

Joint admission control, channel assignment, and power
allocation problem for maximization of secondary revenue
in the CogCell has not been explored well so far even
in a single-hop scenario. Most of work only focused on
the single-channel scheme. Islam et al. [7] investigated the
distributed scheme in the CogCell with one BS equipped
with multiple antennas, one primary transmitter (PT) and one
primary receiver (PR). In [12] and [13], Xing et al. proposed
a distributed constrained power control algorithm under the
consideration of the CogCell with one PR, and several SUs
with separative secondary receivers, based on a game-theory
approach. In [15], Zhang et al. proposed a minimal SINR
removal algorithm (MSRA) for the CogCell with one PU. The
NP-hardness of this problem had also been showed in [15].
A power control scheme had been proposed in [16] for the
CogCell under a strong assumption that all SUs are admitted
to access the channel to BS. In [11], Xiang et al. introduced
three QoS-aware admission and power control schemes which
included an exact solution based on dynamic programming,
a greedy heuristic algorithm and a minimal SINR removal
algorithm which is a simple extension of MSRA from [15].
Very recently, a new joint scheme that takes into account
QoS-aware admission control, channel assignment and power
allocation scheme was proposed by xin [10] and it had been
shown that the secondary revenue achieved by the proposed
approximation algorithm is only a logarithmical factor away
from the optimum. However, these work only considered the
single-hop scenario, which is much simpler than our problem
and does not need to consider routing strategies.

In this paper, we mathematically formulate the problem of
joint admission control, channel assignment and QoS routing
to maximize the coverage of BS for SUs in the multi-hop
infrastructure-based SS of CogCell, taking into account the
interference constraints and QoS requirements from both PUs
and admitted SUs.To our best knowledge, this is the
first effort of studying the coverage optimization problem
with concurrent consideration of the three important
procedures in a CogCell system supporting multi-hop sec-
ondary transmissions.We show that the problem considered
is NP-hard, and propose three different algorithms to solve
the coverage optimization problem and show the theoretical
analyses of its performances in terms of approximation ratio
to the optimum. Our solutions include a greedy heuristic
approximation scheme, an algorithm to look for exact so-
lution, and more importantly a new approximation solution
with a poly-logarithmic approximation ratio guarantee. The
performance of our approximate algorithm is within a poly-
logarithmic factor of that of any optimal algorithm for the
problem. Our preliminary simulation results indicate thatour
new approximation algorithm can effectively support an in-

creased number of SUs, in a CogCell system that allows SUs
to access multiple channels and communicate with the BS over
multiple hops, and it performs much better than the theoretical
worst case bound. It is worth mentioning that our scheme can
be extended to the adaptive power control scenario.Due to the
space constraint, we defer the power control related issues
and performance evaluations of our new approximation
algorithms to the full version of this paper.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section
II, we introduce the network model and system architecture
of CogCells, the model of wireless interference, and the QoS
metrics for PUs and admitted SUs. We formulate the coverage
optimization problem and show its NP-hardness in Section III.
In Section IV, we present our schemes for joint admission
control, channel assignment, and QoS routing. Finally, we
conclude the paper in Section V.

II. SYSTEM MODEL AND ASSUMPTIONS

In this section, we will first introduce the network model
and system architecture used in this work for CogCells. Then
we describe the model of wireless interferences caused by
PUs and admitted SUs and the definition of SINR. Finally,
we give the metrics of the QoS requirements which have
to be guaranteed and provided to PUs and admitted SUs in
the CogCell system which allows SUs to perform multi-hop
transmissions.

A. Network Model and System Architecture

In the literature, the models used in CogCells for spectrum
sharing between PUs and SUs can be cataloged into two
main classes. The first one is called overlay model where
SUs should stop transmission on the channels they currently
occupy and switch to another unused channel as long as
PUs are detected to be using these channels. Another one is
underlay model in which the SUs and PUs can coexist and
share the same spectrum with each other by employing Code
Division Multiple Access (CDMA) as long as the interference
caused by the SUs to PUs is less than the predefined system
threshold [2], [17], [11], [10]. In this paper, we concentrate
on the underlay model. In a CogCell, the system consists of
one BS, a set of PUs and SUs, and a group of channels
which can be used in the system. However, any admitted
SUs or PUs can be only allowed to use at most one channel
at any time due to hardware constraints at each SU or PU
that is the exactly same assumption used in [10], [11]. Each
admitted SU operates not only as a host, but also as a router
to forward packets on behalf of other admitted SUs that
may not be within the direct transmission range of the BS.
Therefore, multi-hop infrastructure-based secondary systems
can enhance the reliability and improve the coverage of the BS
compared to its single-hop counterpart. It is worth mentioning
that this is the first time that multi-hop SSs in CogCell systems
are investigated. In general, a PU can be in one of two
modes, transmitting or receiving, depending on if the PU is
transmitting or receiving data from the BS. Without the lossof
generality, the PUs in the CogCell can be represented by the
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PTs where the PUs are transmitting (or planning to transmit)
data on some channels, and the PRs where the PUs stay in
the receiving mode. Another motivation of such a division on
PUs is to guarantee different QoS requirements which will
be described later. Figure 1 shows the system model of the
CogCell used in this paper.

Fig. 1. An example of the CogCell.

To simplify our presentation and clarify the novelty and
significance of our work, we use the similar notations as ones
used in [10], but we concentrate on the scenario where multi-
hop secondary systems are supported. LetNs, N

t
p,N r

p andNw

denote the sets of SUs, PTs, PRs, and the available channels
respectively. The number of SUs, PTs, PRs, and channels
can be denoted byns, n

t
p, nr

p and nw respectively, where
ns = |Ns|, nt

p = |N t
p|, n

r
p = |N r

p |, andnw = |Nw|. Moreover,
let N t

p(w), N
r
p (w), n

t
p(w), n

r
p(w) denote the sets of PTs and

PRs which are accessing the channelw and the cardinalities
of the corresponding sets respectively. In a CogCell system,
the operator of the BS can control the admission of SUs into
service while maximizing the number of admitted SUs in order
to enlarge the coverage of the BS for SUs. It is clear that the
connectivity-related issues should be also taken into account
by the operator. Moreover, the QoS (e.g., the minimum data
transmission rate) required by any admitted SUs should be
also guaranteed. However, each SUi will also generate the
signal and interference powerτij at PR j if it is allowed
to access the same channel as PRj. Since the PUs have a
higher privilege than the SUs in the CogCell, the signal and
interference power caused by all admitted SUs and all PTs
to any PRj can not exceed the predefined system threshold
Γj . In order to maximize the coverage of a secondary system,
a proper subset of the SUs (e.g., admitted SUs) need to be
selected to access the channels allowed to communicate with
the BS in a multi-hop manner under an acceptable interference
threshold at each PR. Moreover, the system also needs to
guarantee and provide the QoS to PTs and admitted SUs
according to their individual requirements. The detailed QoS
requirements from PTs and admitted SUs to the system will
be introduced in the following sections. For the convenience
of presentation, we list all notations and symbols used in this
paper in TableI.

B. Wireless Transmission and Interference Model

When SUs and PTs transmit over the same channel as
the one used by PRs or SRs, PRs and SRs will receive the
interference power from all these admitted SUs and PTs. Note
that we assume that admitted SUs can be in both transmission
and receiving modes in this work. Therefore, we should take
into account the interference effects made by all admitted SUs
to the system. Different types of interference models have been
studied in the literature, which include physical interference
model (PhyIM) [4], [10], [11], [15], [16], fixed protocol
interference model (fPrIM) [9], RTS/CTS model (RTS-CTS)
[1], and transmitter interference model (TxIM) [14]. In this
paper, we adopt the PhyIM. LetRT (µ) and RI(µ) denote
the transmission range and the interference range of userµ in
the CogCell system respectively, whereµ ∈ Ns ∪ N t

p ∪ N
r
p .

Typically, RT (µ) < RI(µ) ≤ cRT (µ) for some constant
c > 1. Normally, we call the ratioγµ = RI(µ)

RT (µ) as Interference-
Transmission ratio for userµ, where1 ≤ γµ ≤ 5 in practice.
If we do not specify the interference at a userµ in CogCell
system, we always refer to the interference caused by all users
who haveµ within their interference range. Specifically, let
T(µ) and I(µ) denote the subsets of users which contain
the PUs and SUs within the transmission range and the
interference range of userµ respectively. Furthermore, letτwi,j
andζwk,j denote the interference power received at PRj due to
the transmission from SUi ∈ Ns and PTk ∈ N t

p on channel
w respectively. According to the PhyIM,τwi,j andζwk,j can be
expressed as follows.

τwi,j = hspij (w)P
s
i (w), ∀i ∈ Ns ∩ I(j), ∀j ∈ N r

p (1)

and

ζwk,j = hppkj(w)P
p
k (w), ∀k ∈ N t

p ∩ I(j), ∀j ∈ N r
p (2)

whereP s
i (w), P

p
k (w), h

sp
ij (w) andhppkj(w) denote the trans-

mission powers on channelw at SUi and PTk, and the power
attenuation from SUi, PT k to the PRj respectively. From
the PhyIM,hspij (w) andhppkj(w) can be calculated as follows.

hspij (w) =
Gs

i (w)G
pr
j (w)

(dspij )
α

, ∀i ∈ Ns ∩ I(j), ∀j ∈ N r
p (3)

and

hppkj(w) =
Gpt

k (w)Gpr
j (w)

(dppkj)
α

, ∀k ∈ N t
p ∩ I(j), ∀j ∈ N r

p (4)

whereGs
i (w), G

pt
k (w), Gpr

j (w), dspij , d
pp
kj , andα denote the

antenna gains of SUi, PT k and PRj on channelw, the
distances from the SUi and PTk to the PRj, and the path
fading factor respectively.

Consequently, the signal plus interference powerT I
j (w)

accumulated at PRj on channelw due to the transmission
from all admitted SUs and PTs with exactly the same channel
w can be formulated as follows.

T I
j (w) =

ns∑

i=1

τwijxiw +

nt
p∑

k=1

ζwkj
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=

ns∑

i=1

Gs
i (w)G

pr
j (w)P s

i (w)xi

(dspij )
α

+

nt
p∑

k=1

Gpt
k (w)Gpr

j (w)P p
k (w)

(dppkj)
α

≤Γw
j , ∀j ∈ N r

p

(5)

wherexiw is a binary variable wherexiw = 1 indicates SUi
is admitted to transmit to the BS on channelw, otherwise SU
i is forbidden to transmit on channelw in the CogCell. Due to
the privileges of PUs and coexistence regulation in underlay
model [11], [15],T I

j (w) can not exceed the predefined system
thresholdΓw

j on channelw at PRj. Note that the interference
model used in [11], [15] is not reliable since the interference
limitation at PRj does not take account into the accumulated
interference from PTs. Without loss of the generality, we
always assume that

nt
p∑

k=1

ζwkj ≤

nt
p∑

k=1

Gpt
k (w)Gpr

j (w)P p
max(w)

(dppkj )
α

≤ Γw
j , ∀j ∈ N r

p .

(6)
Similarly, we can also define the corresponding terminolo-

gies of interference effect at secondary receivers (SRs) as
follows. The interference powerT I

q (w) accumulated at SU
q on channelw due to the transmission from all admitted SUs
and PTs with exactly the same channelw can be formulated
by

T I
q (w) =

ns∑

i=1

τwiqxiw +

nt
p∑

k=1

ζwkq

=

ns∑

i=1

Gs
i (w)G

s
q(w)P

s
i (w)xiw

(dssiq )
α

+

nt
p∑

k=1

Gpt
k (w)Gs

q(w)P
p
k (w)

(dpskq)
α

≤Γw
q , ∀q ∈ Ns ∧ i ∈ I(q) ∧ k ∈ I(q).

(7)

C. SINR Definition

According to the description of PhyIM in [10], the SINR
of PT k on channelw can be expressed as follows.

ξpk(w) =
hpbk (w)P p

k (w)

N0 + Is(w) + Ip(w)− hpbk (w)P p
k (w)

, ∀k (8)

wherehpbk (w) andP p
k (w) denote the power attenuation to the

BS and the transmission power of PTk on channelw respec-
tively. Moreover,N0 represents the background noise received
at the BS,Is(w) andIp(w) present the interferences received
from all admitted SUs and PTs on channelw respectively.
According to the definition of SINR,Is(w) andIp(w) can be
defined as follows.

Is(w) =

ns∑

i=1

hsbi (w)P s
i (w)xiw (9)

Ip(w) =

nt
p∑

k=1

hpbk (w)P p
k (w) (10)

wherehsbi (w) andhpbk (w) denote the power attenuation on the
channelw from SU i and PTk to the BS respectively.

By the definition of SINR, we can also have

hsbi (w) =
Gs

i (w)G
b(w)

(dsbi )α
, ∀i ∈ Ns (11)

and

hpbk (w) =
Gpt

k (w)Gb(w)

(dpbk )α
, ∀k ∈ N t

p (12)

wheredsbi , dpbk , Gpt
k (w) andGb(w) denote the distances from

SU i and PTk to the BS and the antenna gains of PTk and
the BS on the channelw respectively.

Due to the privilege and the QoS requirements at PUs, we
assume that all PUs can communicate with BS within one
hop. In this work, we mainly focus on supporting coverage
extension of BS to allow SUs to communicate with the BS
in a multi-hop fashion. Lethop(i) denote the hop distance
from the SUi to BS in SSs of the CogCell system, e.g., the
subnetwork induced only by SUs. Similarly as Equation 8, the
SINR of the admitted SUi that hashop(i) = 1 can be given
by

ξsi (w) =
hsbi (w)P s

i (w)

N0 + Is(w) + Ip(w) − hsbi (w)P s
i (w)

∀i ∈ Ns ∧ xiw = 1 ∧ hop(i) = 1,

(13)

where∧ denotes logical AND operator. For other cases when
hop(i) 6= 1, the SINR of the admitted SUi to another admitted
SU q at channelw can be defined as follows.

ξsiq(w) =
hssiq (w)P

s
i (w)

N0 + Is(w) + Ip(w) − hssiq (w)P
s
i (w)

∀i ∈ Ns ∧ xiw = 1 ∧ hop(i) 6= 1,

(14)

wherehssiq (w) denote the power attenuation on the channelw
from SU i to SU q.

Similarly as Equation 11,hssiq (w) can be calculated as
follows.

hssiq (w) =
Gs

i (w)G
s
q(w)

(dssiq )
α

, ∀i ∈ Ns ∧ q ∈ I(i), (15)

wheredssiq is the distance from SUi to SU q.

D. QoS Requirements

One of the QoS metrics we consider in this work is the data
transmission rate (DTR) which was also used in [10], [11],
[15], however these studies are constrained to the single-hop
scenario.

According to Shannon’ channel capacity formulation, the
maximum DTRλ can be estimated by

λ = B log2(1 + ξ) (16)

whereB is the channel bandwidth andξ is the SINR.
In order to guarantee the minimum DTRλmin,s

i required
by the admitted SUi and the minimum DTRλmin,p

k required
by PT k, it is equivalent to guarantee the minimum SINRs
ξmin,s
i for SU i and ξmin,p

k for PT k according to Equation
16.

ξsi (w) ≥ ξmin,s
i = 2

λ
min,s
i
B − 1, ∀i ∈ Ns ∧ (xiw = 1) (17)
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and

ξpk(w) ≥ ξmin,p
k = 2

λ
min,p
k
B − 1, ∀k ∈ N t

p. (18)

Another QoS metric considered in this work is the max-
imum hop distance from any admitted SUs to the BS. Note
that some admitted SUs may not be able to communicate with
the BS directly, but rely on other admitted SUs to forward
their packets to the BS. This raises another challenge, thatis,
maintaining the network connectivity induced by all admitted
SUs. Due to the path loss and mobility of SUs, the hop
distancehop(i) for any admitted SUi should be also upper
bounded by a predefined system thresholdk, where1 ≤ k ≤ 6
in practice.

hop(i) ≤ k, ∀i ∈ Ns ∧ (∃w : (xiw = 1)). (19)

Combining with QoS requirement on DTR at admitted SUs,
it also indicates that a delay-bounded routing scheme will be
also reserved.

III. T HE PROBLEM FORMULATION

To simplify our presentation, we model the multi-hop
infrastructure-based SS of the Cogcell as an undirected con-
nected graphG = (V,E), where V = {BS} ∪ {SUs}
represents the set of nodes that consists of BS and SUs andE
contains unordered pairs of distinct nodes, such that(v, u) ∈ E
if only if the transmission from nodev can directly reach
node u and vice versa (the reachability of transmissions is
assumed to be a symmetric relation). In other words,u has
to be within v′ transmission range. In this case, we say that
the nodesv and u are neighbors inG. The problem we
investigate in this paper is to select a subset of SUs from the
multi-hop infrastructure-based SS (e.g., graphG) and assign
proper channels to the admitted SUs in order to maximize
the coverage of the BS in terms of the total number of SUs
admitted by the operator of a CogCell. Meanwhile, a QoS
routing path will be also generated during the selection of
admitted SUs, e.g., the admitted SUs also induce a connected
subgraph. Moreover, the interference constraints at PRs, the
QoS requirements for both PTs and admitted SUs can be also
guaranteed. Note also that a delay-bounded routing scheme
will also be generated due to the bounded maximum hops from
any admitted SU to BS and guaranteed DTR at each admitted
SUs. We formulate such a joint admission control, channel
assignment, and QoS-aware routing scenario as a non-linear
NP-hard problem as follows.

argxiw,yiq
max

ns∑

i=1

nw∑

w=1

xiw (20)

subject to:

ns∑

i=1

nw∑

w=1

τwij +

nt
p∑

k=1

nw∑

w=1

ζwkj ≤ Γw
j , ∀j ∈ N r

p , ∀w ∈ Nw (21)

ξpk(w) ≥ ξmin,p
k , ∀k ∈ N t

p (22)

ξsi (w) ≥ ξmin,s
i , ∀i ∈ Ns ∧ (xiw = 1) ∧ (hop(i) = 1) (23)

ξsiq(w) ≥ ξmin,s
i ,

∀i ∈ Ns ∧ (xiw = 1) ∧ (hop(i) > 1) ∧ (yiq = 1)
(24)

ns∑

q=1

yiq = 1,

∀q ∈ Ns ∧ (hop(i) > hop(q)) ∧ ((i, q) ∈ E)

∧ (

nw∑

w=1

xqw > 0) ∧ (

nw∑

w=1

xiw > 0)

(25)

hop(i) ≤ k, ∀i ∈ Ns ∧ (∃w : (xiw = 1)). (26)

ns∑

i=1

τwiqxiw +

nt
p∑

k=1

ζwkq ≤ Γw
q ,

∀q ∈ Ns ∧ i ∈ I(q) ∧ k ∈ I(q) ∧ (∃i : yiq = 1)

(27)

nw∑

w=1

xiw ≤ 1, ∀i ∈ Ns (28)

xiw ∈ {0, 1}, ∀i ∈ Ns, ∀w ∈ Nw (29)

yiq ∈ {0, 1}, ∀i ∈ Ns, ∀q ∈ Ns (30)

ξsi (w) = 0, ∀i ∈ Ns ∧ (xiw = 0) (31)

P s
i (w) = 0, ∀i ∈ Ns ∧ (xiw = 0) (32)

where the first constraint (Equation 21) says that the in-
terference to any PRj due to the transmissions from all
admitted SUs and PTs sharing the same channel with PRj can
not exceed the predefined system interference threshold. The
second constraint (22) mentions that the QoS requirements at
PTs in terms of the minimum DTR should be guaranteed. The
following two constraints (Equations 23 and 24) remark that
the QoS at admitted SUs in terms of the minimum DTR at the
links on the selected routing paths should be satisfied, e.g., the
connectivity of the subsystem induced by admitted SUs will be
guaranteed. The binary variablexiw is used to indicate whether
SU i is admitted to access the channelw to the system, e.g.,
xiw = 1 means that SUi is admitted on channelw, and
xiw = 0 indicates that SUi is not allowed to use channel
w in the CogCell system. The binary variableyiq is used to
indicate whether the link(i, q) ∈ E is selected by the routing
algorithm. The constraint in Equation 25 provides out routing
strategy, e.g., assuming a single path routing. Note that the
multi-path or load-balanced routing schemes are not our focus
in this work however, it is not difficult to built existing routing
strategies into our framework. The constraint in Equation 26
gives an upper bound on the hop distancehop(i) for any
admitted SUi to BS, e.g., upper bounded by a predefined
system thresholdk. The constraint in Equation 27 says that
the interference power accumulated at any admitted SUq on
the selected routing path due to the transmissions from all
admitted SUs and PTs in its interference range using the same
channel should not exceed the predefined system interference
threshold. The constraint in Equation 28 ensures that only one
channel can be used by any admitted SUs. The following two
constraints (Equations 29 and 30) define the values of the
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variablesxiw and yiq. The last two constraints (Equation 31
and 32) clarify the situation when SUi is forbidden to access
any channels in the system.

Theorem 1:The coverage optimization problem we defined
above is NP-hard.

Proof: It directly follows since a special case (e.g., single-
hop) of the scenario we considered here had been proved to
be a NP-hard problem in the literature.

IV. JOINT ADMISSION CONTROL, CHANNEL

ASSIGNMENT, AND QOS ROUTING

In this section, we present three new joint admission con-
trol, channel assignment, and QoS routing algorithms which
includes a greedy heuristicO( 1

(nr
p+ns)nw

) approximation

scheme (GHAS-M), aO( 1
(log(nr

p+ns)+lognw)2 ) approximation
algorithm (Fast-AA-M), and an exact solution for multi-hop
CogCell systems.

A. A Greedy Heuristic Algorithm

In this section, we propose a greedy heuristic approximation
algorithm (GHAA-M) to solve the coverage optimization
problem by joint consideration of admission control, channel
assignment, and QoS routing strategy in multi-hop CogCells.
To simplify our presentation, we also define some new notions
that will be used in our approximation schemes later. A
dormant SU node is an SU that has already been admitted
into the CogCell system, and an active SU node is an SU
which is not yet dormant. LetDs, As, and num(i) denote
the set of dormant nodes in the SS, the set of active nodes,
and the number of active SUs with the hop distance at most
k to the BS through the SUi ∈ As respectively. For the sake
of technique, we also assume that the BS of the CogCell
is a dormant node in the SS. In our GHAA-M scheme, the
selection of admitted SUsi ∈ Ns, assignment of the channels
w for the admitted SUs, and the selection of links on the
routing paths from an admitted SUi to the BS in a multi-hop
manner are crucially based on a preference functioneiq(w)
that is described as follows, wherei ∈ As and q ∈ Ds, e.g.,
initially only BS ∈ Ds.

eiq(w) =
num(i)

Ep
ij(w)E

s
iq(w)

,

∀i ∈ As, ∀q ∈ Ds ∧ (i, q) ∈ E, ∀w ∈ Nw, ∀j ∈ N r
p (w),

(33)

where

Ep
ij =

∑

j∈Nr
p (w)

(
∑

i∈As

τwij − (Γw
j −

∑

k∈Nt
p(w)

ζwkj))τ
w
ij , (34)

Es
iq(w) =

∑

q∈Ds

(
∑

i∈As

τwiq − (Γw
q −

∑

k∈Nt
p(w)

ζwkq))τ
w
iq . (35)

From the preference functioneiq(w) 33, it is easy to see that
an activeSU who has more activek-hop neighbors or less
signal and interference power to PTs and the admitted SUs
has more chance to be admitted to the system. Havingeiq(w),
the selection of SUs to be admitted to the CogCell system can

be done in a greedy manner. In each iteration of GHAA-M, an
unique SUi with the largest value ofeiq(w) will be admitted
to access the channelw in the CogCell if the acceptance of
SU i can still guarantee the QoS constraints at PTs, PRs, and
the admitted SUsq ∈ Ds, wherew ∈ Nw. Meanwhile, the
selection approach with the largesteiq(w) under guaranteed
QoS also generates a routing scheme, e.g., the link(i, q) ∈ E
will be selected to forward the packages for SUi to the BS.
The details of GHAA-M are illustrated in Algorithm1.

Algorithm 1 Greedy Heuristic Approximation Algorithm for
Coverage Optimization in Multi-hop CogCells

Input: Nw, N
t
p(w), N

r
p (w), Ns, G(V,E),Γw

j , h
sb
i (w), hspij (w),

hppkj(w), h
pb
k (w), dsbi , d

sp
ij , d

ss
iq , d

pp
kj , d

pb
k , d

ps
kq , d

ss
iq , α,G

s
i (w),

Gpt
k (w), Gpr

j (w), k, P p
k (w), P

s
i (w).

Output: Ds, xiw(i ∈ Ds ∧w ∈ Nw), yiq(i ∈ Ds ∧ q ∈ Ds),
andMaxs (the number of admitted SUs).

1: Maxs = 0;Ds = {BS};hop(BS) = 0;
2: for i = 1 to ns do
3: for w = 1 to |Nw| do
4: xiw = 0;
5: for q = 1 to ns do
6: yiq = 0;
7: repeat
8: for w = 1 to |Nw| do
9: for eachq ∈ Ds ∧ hop(q) < k do

10: for eachi ∈ Ns ∧ i /∈ Ds do
11: if (i, q) ∈ E then
12: computeeiq(w) according to Equation 33;
13: Select a SUi with largest value ofeiq(w) and the QoS

constraints at PTs (Equation 22), PRs (Equation 21) and
admitted SUs (Equations 23 and 24) still hold due to
the acceptance ofi to the CogCell system;

14: if i 6= ∅ then
15: hop(i) = hop(q) + 1;
16: Ds=Ds + {i};
17: xiw = 1;
18: yiq = 1;
19: until (∀q ∈ Ds : hop(q) ≥ k) or (i = ∅)
20: for eachi ∈ Ns ∧ i /∈ Ds do
21: for w = 1 to |Nw| do
22: P s

i (w) = 0;
23: Maxs =

∑ns

i=1

∑nw

w=1 xiw ;

The GHAA-M scheme we propose here is very simple
and easy to be implemented however it is not difficult to
see that GHAA-M in the worst case scenario can lead a
O( 1

(nr
p+ns)nw

)-approximation ratio if all admitted SUs have
the largest interference component on selected channelw
at a particular PRj ∈ N r

p (w) or an admitted SUq ∈
Ds∧

∑ns

i=1 yiq > 0. Motivated by the disadvantage of GHAA-
M, we also propose another approximation algorithm with a
much better approximation ratio guarantee in the following
Section IV-B.
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B. AO( 1
(log(nr

p+ns)+lognw)2 )-approximation algorithm

In this section, we present a new polynomial-time joint
admission control, channel assignment, and QoS routing
scheme called Fast-AA-M for multi-hop CogCells in which
our algorithm can guarantee that the number of SUs ad-
mitted to the CogCell system by the operator is at least
O( 1

(log(nr
p+ns)+lognw)2 ) fraction of any optimum solution

meanwhile the QoS requirements from PTs, PRs and all
admitted SUs are also guaranteed. Our new coverage op-
timization algorithm is partially based on the frame work
for set covering problems which is calledρ-approximation
subset oblivious algorithm in [3], and a new observation that
nw nr

p-dimension (multiple multi-dimension) bin packing is
aO(nwn

r
p)-approximation subset oblivious in [10]. However,

the work in [10] investigated only for single-hop scenario and
the proposed approach in [10] can not be directly implied to
multi-hop scheme with a guaranteed performance ratio. The
details of our Fast-AA-M will be given in Section IV-B2.
Prior to presenting our new scheme, we will introduce some
terminologies and approaches in Section IV-B1 that will be
used as a sub-procedure in our Fast-AA-M later.

1) Preliminaries: For the completeness of our presenta-
tion, we re-produce theρ-approximation subset oblivious
algorithm from [3] and a new observation from [10] that
will be used as a sub-procedure in our Fast-AA-M scheme
in Section IV-B2.

Given a setI of d-dimensional items, thei-th corresponding
to a d-tuple (t1i , t

2
i , · · · , t

d
i ), that must be packed into the

smallest number of unit-size bins, corresponding to thed-tuple
(1, · · · , 1). Given an instantI, let opt(I) denote the value of
the optimal solution forI. This problem can be formulated as
the following general set covering problem, in which a setI of
items has to be covered by configurations from the collection
C ⊆ 2I , where each configurationC ∈ C corresponds to a set
of items that can be packed into a bin:

min{
∑

C∈C

yC :
∑

i∈C

yC ≥ 1(i ∈ I), yC ∈ {0, 1}(C ∈ C)}

(36)
Since the collectionC is exponentially large for the given
application item setI, an approximation algorithm (or LP
relaxation of 36) can be very useful for such an application.

The dual of this LP (Equation 36) is given by

max{
∑

i∈I

wi :
∑

i∈C

wi ≤ 1(C ∈ C), wi ≥ 0(i ∈ I)} (37)

Note that the separation problem for the dual is the following
knapsack-type problem: given weightswi on each itemi, find
a feasible configuration in which the total weight of items does
not exceed1. In the literature, it has been shown that:

Theorem 2:If there exists a Polynomial-Time Approxima-
tion Scheme (PTAS) for the separation problem for 37, that is
givenwi ∈ R

|I|
+ solvemaxC∈C

∑
i∈C wi, then there exists a

PTAS for the LP relaxation of 36.
Based on Theorem 2, an approximation solution of the set
covering problem 36 has been constructed in [3], which

consists of the following steps, whereδ > 0 is a parameter
whose value can be specified later.
Step 1: Solve the LP relaxation of 36, possibly approxi-
mately in caseC is exponentially large in the input size. Let
y∗ be the (near-)optimal solution of the LP relaxation and
z∗ =

∑
C∈C y

∗
C be its value. LetC1, C2, · · · , Cm ∈ C be the

configurations associated with the nonzero components ofy∗;
Step 2: Define the binary vectoryr starting withy∗C = 0 for
C ∈ C and S = I (i.e., all items are uncovered) and then
repeat the following fordδz∗/(1 − σψ/2)e iterations: select
the configurationC′ ∈ {C1, C2, · · · , Cm} such thatΦ(S−C′)
is minimum and letyrC′ = 1 andS = S − C′, whereσ is a
small parameter such thatσψ < 1 to be specified later. For an
arbitrary set of itemsS, Φ(S) = ln(

∑d
j=1 e

σ
∑

i∈S
w

j
i );

Step 3: Consider the set of itemsS ⊆ I that are not covered
by yr, namely i ∈ S if and only if

∑
i∈C y

r
C = 0, and the

associated optimization problem for the residual instance

min{
∑

C∈C

yC :
∑

i∈C

yC ≥ 1(i ∈ S), yC ∈ {0, 1}(C ∈ C)}.

(38)
Apply some approximation algorithm to the problem 38 yield-
ing solutionya;
Step 4: Return the solutionyh = yr + ya.

For the abbreviation, we denote this approach by
SETCOVER(I, w), wherew is the weight vector for∀i ∈ I.

A crucial notation used in [3] is called theρ-approximation
subset oblivious algorithm which is is defined as follows.

Definition 3: A ρ-approximation algorithm for problem 36
is called subset oblivious if, for any fixedε > 0, there exist
constraintsd, ψ,$ (possibly depending onε) such that, for
every instanceI of 36, there exist vectorsw1, w2, · · · , wd ∈
R

|I| with the following properties: (i)
∑

i∈C w
d
i ≤ ψ, for each

C ∈ C and j = 1, 2, · · · , d; (ii) opt(I) ≥ maxdj=1

∑
i∈I w

j
i ;

(iii) appr(S) ≤ ρmaxdj=1

∑
i∈S w

j
i + εopt(I) +$, for each

S ⊆ I.
The following theorem has been shown in [3].
Theorem 4:A ρ-approximation subset oblivious problem

can be solved by procedure SETCOVER(I, w) with O(log ρ)
approximation ratio guarantee.

In what follows, we introduce a new observation from [10]
(e.g., an extension from [3]) which will be employed as a
sub-procedure in our new Fast-AA-M scheme to guarantee a
proper performance in the worst case scenario.

Theorem 5:ι d-dimensional (multiple multi-dimensional)
bin packing is aO(ι · d)-approximation subset oblivious
algorithm.

Theorem 6:The cost of the final heuristic solution
for ι d-dimensional bin packing produced by procedure
SETCOVER(I,W ) with δ = ln d · ι, σ = (2ε/ lnd · ι)/(ψ +
ψε/ lnd · ι) andψ = 1 is at most

(ln d·ι+1+2ε)opt(I)+δ+
(2 ln d · ι)(1 + ε/ lnd)

(2ε/ lnd · ι)
+1, (39)

i.e., this is a deterministicO(log d + log ι)-approximation
algorithm forι d-dimensional bin packing (e.g., problem 36).
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2) The Fast-AA-M Scheme:In this section, we present
our main approximation algorithm (Fast-AA-M) with
O( 1

(log(nr
p+ns)+lognw)2 ) approximation ratio guarantee.

The main idea of our algorithm is that we first select a
subset of SUs out of all active SUs to form a connected
backbone networkGbone

s = (V bone
s , Ebone

s ) in which the
sub-graph induced byGbone

s and its immediate neighbors of
active SUs can cover at least a logarithmical fraction of the
total number of admitted SUs by any optimal solution for
the coverage optimization problem in the worst case scenario,
whereV bone

s ⊆ V andEbone
s ⊆ E. The construction ofGbone

s

is based on a smart use of the multiple multi-dimensional
bin packing approach in [10]. Moreover, we also ensure that
acceptance of all SUs in the backbone networkGbone

s will
not cause any trouble to guarantee the QoS requirements at
PUs during the construction ofGbone

s . Although the existing
minimum connected dominating set approximation schemes
can be used to construct theGbone

s , the QoS requirements at
PUs and admitted SUs may not be guaranteed, e.g., the nodes
in the connected dominating set can not be all admitted to the
CogCell system. Based on this constructed backbone network,
we convert a variety of our problem to anw (nr

p + nbone
s )-

dimensional (multiple multi-dimensional) bin packing problem
in which each potentially admitted SUs with one-hop connec-
tion to Gbone

s corresponds to the items and all PRs, the SUs
in Gbone

s , and the available channelnw corresponds to thenw

(nr
p + nbone

s )-dimensional bins, wherenbone
s is the number of

admitted SUs inGbone
s . After that, one more execution of the

approach in [10] based on the constructed backbone network
will derive the expected solution. The details of our Fast-AA-
M are illustrated in Algorithm2.

According to the Equations 8 and 10, we can derive a upper
bound of signal and interference power allowed by all admitted
SUs at each PTk, e.g., the QoS at PTk can not be guaranteed
if the signal and interference power from all admitted SUs
exceeds this bound.

Iks (w) =
hpbk (w)P p

k (w)

ξpk(w)
−N0 −

∑

1≤u≤nt
p

u6=k

hpbu (w)P p
u (w)

−
∑

∀q∈V bone
s

hspqk(w)P
s
q (w), ∀k ∈ N t

p(w).

(40)

Another upper bound of signal and interference power of
all admitted SUs at each PRj ∈ N r

p (w) can be achieved as
follows according to Equation 5.

Ijs (w) ≤ Γw
j −

nt
p(w)∑

k=1

ζwkj −
∑

∀q∈V bone
s

τwqj

= Γw
j −

nt
p(w)∑

k=1

Gpt
k (w)Gpr

j (w)P p
k (w)

(dppkj)
α

−
∑

∀q∈V bone
s

τwqj , ∀j ∈ N r
p (w).

(41)

Similarly, the upper bound of signal and interference power
caused by admitted SUs at each admitted SUq in the backbone
networkGbone

s can be bounded by:

Iqs (w) ≤ Γw
q −

nt
p(w)∑

k=1

ζwkq −
∑

∀u∈V bone
s

u6=q

τwuq, ∀q ∈ V bone
s . (42)

Note that a potentially admitted SUi refers to an SU that
satisfies the following constraints (Equation 43):

∀i : i ∈ Ns ∧ (τwij ≤ Ijs (w)) ∧ (τwiq ≤ Iqs (w))

∧ (τwik ≤ Iks (w)) ∧ (∃q ∈ V bone
s : (i, q) ∈ E),

∀j ∈ N r
p (w), ∀q ∈ V bone

s , ∀k ∈ N t
p(w), ∃w ∈ Nw.

(43)

Consequently, all PRs and admitted SUsq ∈ V bone
s

on particular channelw corresponds to a(nr
p + nbone

s )-
tuple unit-size bin (1, · · · , 1), and a potential admit-
ted SU i corresponds to a(nr

p + nbone
s )-tuple item

(W 1
i ,W

2
i , · · · ,W

nr
p

i ,W
(nr

p+1)

i , · · · ,W
(nr

p+nbone
s )

i ), where

W z
i (w) =

τwiz

Γw
z −

∑nt
p(w)

k=1 ζwkj −
∑

∀q∈V bone
s

τwqj

, 1 ≤ z ≤ nr
p,

(44)
and

W z
i (w) =

τwiz

Γw
z −

∑nt
p(w)

k=1 ζwkz −
∑

∀u∈V bone
s

u6=q

τwuq

,

∀z : (nr
p + 1) ≤ z ≤ (nr

p + nbone
s ).

(45)

Note that W j
i (w) can be different for different chan-

nels. After execution of the heuristic algorithm fornw

(nr
p +nbone

s )-dimensional bin packing produced by procedure
SETCOVER((Ns − V bone

s ), w), combining with QoS require-
ments at each admitted SUi, we select one bin for each
channelw which can achieve the maximal number of admitted
SUs among all bins configured for each channelw ∈ Nw.

Due to the construction of the admitted SUs, we know that
there always exists a feasible routing paths from any admitted
SU to the BS meanwhile the DTR at each link on this path and
length of such a path in terms of number of hops will satisfy
the QoS requirements we defined at Section III. Consequently,
Dijkstra’s algorithm can be used to figure out the exact path
for each admitted SUs to the BS.

Theorem 7:Our Fast-AA-M scheme can guarantee
that the number of admitted SUs achieved is at least
Ω( 1

(log(nr
p+ns)+lognw)2 ) fraction of the one of any optimal

solution meanwhile the QoS required by all PTs, PRs and the
admitted SUs are also satisfied.

Proof: The QoS requirements at all PTs, PRs and the
admitted SUs can be guaranteed due to the construction of
the set of admitted SUs, e.g., acceptance of an SU to the
CogCell system if only if QoS requirements at PUs and
all admitted SUs are satisfied. During the construction of
backbone network in Algorithm2, we use the multiple multi-
dimensional bin packing approach from [10] and we select
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Algorithm 2 Fast Approximation Algorithm (Fast-AA-M) for
Multi-hop CogCells
Input: Same as the input in Algorithm1.
Output: Ds, xiw(i ∈ Ds ∧w ∈ Nw), yiq(i ∈ Ds ∧ q ∈ Ds),

andMaxs (the number of admitted SUs).
1: Ds = V bone

s = {BS};hop(BS) = 0; flag = 0;
2: for i = 1 to ns do
3: for w = 1 to |Nw| do
4: xiw = 0;
5: for q = 1 to ns do
6: yiq = 0;
7: repeat
8: N temp

s = {i : (i ∈ Ns) ∧ (∃q : q ∈ Ds ∧ (hop(q) <
k)) ∧ (i, q) ∈ E};

9: for w = 1 to |Nw| do
10: for eachi ∈ N temp

s do
11: computeW j

i (w) according to 44 and 45;
12: execute SETCOVER(N temp

s ,W );
13: if SETCOVER(N temp

s ,W ) 6= ∅ then
14: for w = 1 to |Nw| do
15: select one binB with maximal

∑
∀i∈B

num(i) on
channelw;

16: for i ∈ B(w) do
17: if (the QoS at PUs and admitted SUsq ∈ Ds

can still be guaranteed with acceptance of SU
i)∧(∃q : q ∈ Ds ∧ ξsiq(w) ≥ ξmin,s

i ) then
18: select a SU q with Maxq∈Dsξsiq(w) ∧

(hop(q) < k);
19: hop(i) = hop(q) + 1;
20: Ds = V bone

s = Ds + {i};
21: xiw = 1;
22: yiq = 1;Ebone

s = Ebone
s + {(i, q)};

23: until (∀q : (q ∈ Ds) ∧ (hop(q) ≥ k)) or
(SETCOVER(N temp

s ,W ) = ∅)
24: if flag = 1 then
25: go to 34:
26: for eachq ∈ V bone

s do
27: count(q) =

∑
∀i∈V bone

s
(yqi + yiq);

28: for eachi ∈ V bone
s do

29: if count(i)=1then
30: V bone

s = V bone
s − {i};

31: Ebone
s = Ebone

s − {(i, q)}, ∀(i, q) ∈ Ebone
s ; yiq = 0;

32: Ds = V bone
s ; flag = 1;

33: go to 7 :
34: for eachi ∈ Ns ∧ i /∈ Ds do
35: for w = 1 to |Nw| do
36: P s

i (w) = 0;
37: Maxs =

∑ns

i=1

∑nw

w=1 xiw;

one bin with maximal number of SUs to be admitted to the
system in each iteration of the construction that can guarantee
that the coverage of the backbone network in terms of the
number of admitted SUs within one-hop connection to the
backbone network and the number of admitted SUs in the

backbone network is at leastΩ( 1
log(nr

p+ns)+lognw

) fraction of
the optimum due to Theorem 6. According to Theorems 4,
5 and 6, the procedure SETCOVER((Ns − V bone

s ), w) will
further lead a logarithmical factor down in terms of the
number of admitted SUs. Combining with the polynomial-time
complexity of the approach in [10], It completes the proof.

C. An Exact Solution

Due to the enormous memory requirement by the dynamic
programming approaches to achieve an optimal solution for
the problem formulated in Section III, we employ the standard
branch-and-bound approach in [6] to solve our problem. As
mentioned in [6], [10], the crucial property of branch-and-
bound techniques is an intelligent enumeration of the solution
space for the optimization problems. It can divide the original
problem into several decomposed subproblems and calculate
these subproblems in parallel which significantly reduce the
computational burden. Based on the standard methodologies
introduced in [6] and a framework for single-hop scenario in
[10], the original optimization problem investigated herecan
be transferred to the following problem with exactly the same
constraints as the original ones.

argxiw ,yiq
max(L(X,Y, x, y)) (46)

where

L(X,Y, x, y) =

ns∑

i=1

(

nw∑

w=1

xiw +

ns∑

q=1

yiq)

−
ns∑

i=1

xi(

nw∑

w=1

xiw +

ns∑

q=1

yiq − 2)−

nw∑

w=1

yw

ns∑

i=1

(τwij +

nt
p∑

k=1

ζwkj +

ns∑

q=1

τwqj − Γw
j ), ∀j ∈ N r

p ,

(47)

where xi and yw are dual variables. It is easy to see that
the optimal solution of the dual problem (Eq. 46) is an
upper bound of the optimum of the original problem for
arbitrary nonnegativexi and yw . However, to achieve an
optimal solution in terms of a tight upper bound, the optimum
dual variables have to be chose such thatL(X,Y, x, y) (Eq.
47) is minimized. The details of standard branch-and-bound
approach can be found in [6].

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we mathematically formulate the problem of
joint admission control, channel assignment and QoS routing
to maximize the coverage of BS for SUs in the CogCell system
that supports multi-hop secondary transmissions, taking into
account the interference constraints and QoS requirements
from both PUs and admitted SUs. To our best knowledge, we
have made the first effort in studying this important problem.
It is worth mentioning that none of the work in the literature
so far concurrently investigate the issues of the three pro-
cedures in multi-hop infrastructure-based secondary systems.
Particularly, multi-hop routing related issues are rarelystudied.
In this paper, We propose three different algorithms to solve
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the coverage optimization problem and analysis its theoretical
performance in terms of approximation ratio to the optimum
which include a greedy heuristic scheme GHAA-M, an algo-
rithm providing an exact solution, and more importantly an
approximation solution Fast-AA-M with a poly-logarithmic
approximation ratio guarantee. Our preliminary simulation
results also indicate that all new approximation algorithms we
developed in this work can effectively exploit the increased
number of SUs and channels, and perform much better indeed
than the theoretical worst case bound.
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TABLE I
TERMINOLOGIES AND NOTATIONS

Term Definition
CogCell cognitive radio cellular networks

SS secondary system
QoS quality of service

B channel bandwidth
BS base station
PU primary user
SU secondary user
PTs PUs which are in transmitting mode
PRs PUs which are in receiving mode
Ns the set ofSUs

Nt
p the set ofPTs

Nt
p(w) the set ofPTs on channelw
Nr

p the set ofPRs

Nr
p (w) the set ofPRs on channelw
Nw the set of the available channels
ns the number ofSUs

nt
p the number ofPTs

nt
p(w) the number ofPTs on channelw
nr
p the number ofPRs

nr
p(w) the number ofPRs on channelw
nw the number of available channels

P s
i (w) the transmission power ofSU i on channelw

P
p
k
(w) the transmission power ofPU k on channelw

RT (µ) the transmission range of userµ
RI (µ) the interference range of userµ
γµ Interference-Transmission ratio for userµ

T(µ) the subsets of users within the transmission range ofµ

I(µ) the subsets of users within the interference range ofµ

τwij the interference toPR j by SU i on channelw
ζw
k,j

the interference toPR j by PT k on channelw
Γw
j the interference threshold atPR j on channelw

hsb
i (w) the power attenuation fromSU i to BS

hss
iq (w) the power attenuation fromSU i to SU q

h
sp
ij (w) the power attenuation fromSU i to PR j

h
pp
kj

(w) the power attenuation fromPT k to PR j

h
sp

k
(w) the power attenuation fromPT k to BS

dsbi the distance fromSU i to BS
dssiq the distance fromSU i to SU q

d
sp
ij

the distance fromSU i to PR j

d
pp
kj

the distance fromPT k to PR j

d
sp
k

the distance fromPT k to BS
Is(w) the interference received at BS from all permittedSUs

Ip(w) the interference received at BS caused by thePTs

SINR signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio [8]
ξsi (w) the SINR of SU i measured atBS on channelw
ξ
p
k
(w) the SINR of PT k measured atBS on channelw

ξ
min,s
i the minimumSINR required bySU i

ξ
min,p
k

the minimumSINR required byPT k

λs
i (w) the DTR achieved bySU i

λ
p
k
(w) theDTR achieved byPT k

λ
min,s
i the minimumDTR required bySU i

λ
min,p
k

the minimumDTR required byPT k

Gs
i (w) the antenna gain ofSU i

N0 background noise
G

pt
k
(w) the antenna gain ofPT k

G
pr
j
(w) the antenna gain ofPR j

α the path fading factor
T I
j (w) the interference power accumulated atPR j on channelw
DTR data transmission rate
hop(i) hop distance from SUi to the BS

k predefined system threshold for the maximum hop bound
xiw binary variable indicates whether SUi can access channelw
yiq binary variable indicates whether link(i, q) ∈ E is selected


